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ABSTRACT 

This work suggests a method for constructing GL-models of fault-tolerant multiprocessor systems. These models can be used, in 
particular, to estimate the reliability parameters of the latter by conducting statistical experiments with models of their behavior in the 
failure flow. Two cases are considered: the non-basic system, unlike the basic system, is resistant to some failures of increased 
multiplicity, or else, on the contrary, the non-basic system is vulnerable to certain failures that do not lead to the failure of the basic 
system. In this case, the condition under which the system’s behavior differs from the baseline corresponds to a Boolean expression, 

that depends on the values of the elements of the system state vector, which characterizes the states of its processors in the failure flow. 
According to the method proposed in the article, a model of such system is built by adding an edge or several edges to the so-called 
MLE-model, a type of GL-model, that can be constructed for any basic system and is based on cyclic graphs. The edge function for 
this edge is formed based on the aforementioned Boolean expression. The models constructed by the proposed method are also based 
on cyclic graphs, which, in particular, significantly simplify the procedure for assessing the connectivity of the last ones. A series of 
experiments have been conducted to confirm the adequacy of the models (obtained by the proposed method) to the behavior of systems 
in the failure flow. This work presents examples that demonstrate the process of constructing GL-models for non-basic fault-tolerant 
multiprocessor systems using the proposed method for both of the above cases.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In the modern world, various automated and 

automatic systems are becoming increasingly 

widespread. Their use allows, on the one hand, to 
free a person from the need to perform monotonous 

work, and, on the other hand, to reduce the possible 

negative impact of the human factor. One of the key 
components of such systems is their control system 

(CS) [1, 2]. It receives data from sensors and control 

devices and, on their basis, generates control signals 
for the system’s executive units. Obviously, the 

correct functioning of the system as a whole becomes 

impossible in the event of a failure of its CS.  

For some systems, in particularly the so-called 
critical application systems (CAS) [3, 4], [5], whose 
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failure may lead to significant material losses, 

threaten human life and health, etc., increased 

reliability requirements may be imposed. 

Accordingly, their CS must also be highly reliable. 
Therefore, it is convenient to perform them on the 

basis of the so-called fault-tolerant multiprocessor 

systems (FTMS) [6, 7], [8, 9], [10, 11], [12], 
consisting of several processors and being resistant 

to the failure of some of them. In this way, high 

levels of both reliability and performance of these 
systems can be achieved, which is also often 

important for CAS. 

Sooner or later, the developer of a FTMS, faces the 

task of calculating its reliability parameters, for 
example, the probability of failure-free operation 

[13, 14], [15]. This task can be solved by using 

various methods [16, 17], [18, 19], [20], which can 
be generally divided into two groups [21, 22].  
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The methods of the first group are based on the 

construction of analytical expressions for calculating 

the corresponding parameters. Their advantage is the 
ability to obtain results with high accuracy, but their 

disadvantage is non-universality: for each type of 

system, it is often necessary to create a new 

calculation method [23, 24], [25, 26], [27, 28], 
[29, 30], [31, 32], [33, 34], [35, 36], [37, 38], 

[39, 40], [41, 42], [43, 44], [45, 46], [47, 48], 

[49, 50], [51, 52], [53, 54]. The methods of the 
second group are based on conducting statistical 

experiments with models of system behavior in the 

failure flow [55, 56], [57]. Their advantage is that 
they can be used for any type of system, but their 

disadvantage is that parameter estimation can usually 

be performed only with a certain level of accuracy, 

which generally depends on the number of 
experiments performed. 

The so-called GL-models, which combine the 

properties of graphs and Boolean functions, can be 
used as models of the behavior of FTMS in the 

failure flow [56, 57]. The model is based on an 

undirected graph, where each edge corresponds to a 

Boolean edge function that depends on the elements 
of the system state vector (Fig. 1). Each element of 

this vector corresponds to the state in the failure flow 

of the particular system component (1 – operational, 
0 – failed). If the edge function takes a zero value, 

the corresponding edge is excluded from the graph.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Example of GL-model 
Source: compiled by the authors 

The connectivity of the model’s graph 

corresponds to the state of the system in the failure 
flow: connected – an operational system, loss of 

connectivity of the graph – system failure. 

There are various methods for building GL-

models [57, 58], [59, 60], [61], but they usually 

allow building models of so-called basic systems 
(basic models), those are resistant to any failures, 

whose multiplicity does not exceed a certain 

threshold value. The basic system, consisting of n 

processors and resilient to the failure of no more than 
m of them and its corresponding model are denoted 

by K(m, n). Basic GL-models are often based on 

cyclic graphs, which significantly simplify the 
process of assessing their connectivity. 

Real FTMS, especially CS, can be resistant to 

some failures of a certain multiplicity and, at the 
same time, unstable to other failures of the same 

multiplicity. Such systems, as well as their 

corresponding models, are called non-basic. 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The non-basic GL-models are usually built by 

modifying basic ones. This can be done either by 

changing the structure of the graph (drawing 
additional edges) [62, 63] or by changing the 

expressions of their edge functions [64, 65]. The 

approaches of the first group can lead to the loss of 

the cyclic structure of the graph, which complicates 
the process of assessing the connectivity of the last 

one, and can also lead to other side effects [65]. The 

approaches of the second group do not have this 
drawback but have not been fully investigated. 

The problem of creating approaches that will 

allow building GL-models for non-basic FTMS 
without violating the cyclic structure of their graph 

is relevant. 

THE METHOD OF BUILDING NON-BASIC 

GL-MODELS 

Among the non-basic FTMS, it is worth 

highlighting those whose behavior in the failure flow is 

quite close to the behavior of some basic K(m, n) 
system, and differs from it only in some cases. From a 

practical point of view, it is advisable to consider the 

following two situations. 
1. Fault-tolerant multiprocessor systems, unlike 

the basic system, are also resistant to some failures of 

multiplicity m + 1. 

2. Fault-tolerant multiprocessor systems, unlike 
the basic system, is vulnerable to some failures of 

multiplicity m. 

We will not consider other situations, such as fault 
tolerance of higher multiplicity or fault tolerance of 

lower multiplicity. Also, we will not consider the 

situation when the system is resistant to some failures 

of multiplicity m + 1 and at the same time vulnerable to 
some failures of multiplicity m. 
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We will also assume that the condition (denoted as 

C), under which the system's behavior differs from the 

basic one, can be represented by a Boolean expression 
(denoted as c(X)) that depends on the elements of the 

system’s state vector X, and takes the value of 1 if the 

condition is met and 0 otherwise. For example, if the 

system is resistant to all failures of multiplicity no more 
than m, as well as to failures of multiplicity m + 1 if the 

2nd or both the 4th and 6th processor is functional then 

the expression с(𝑋) = 𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥4𝑥6, where  

𝑋 = 〈𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛〉 is the system state vector, will 

correspond to this condition. 

We demonstrate that both of the above situations 

can be represented in a single way. So, in the first case, 
we can say that for those vectors X, for which c(X) = 1, 

the system's behavior corresponds to the K(m + 1, n) 

model, and for the remaining vectors (i.e, if c(X) = 0) to 
the K(m, n) model. In the second case, if c(X) = 1, the 

system's behavior corresponds to the K(m – 1, n) model, 

and if c(X) = 0, to the K(m, n) model. By using the 

inverted expression of the condition 𝑐̅(𝑋) we get: the 

system's behavior corresponds to the K(m, n) model if 

𝑐̅(𝑋) = 1 or to the model K(m – 1, n) if 𝑐̅(𝑋) = 0. 

Therefore, a non-basic FTMS, which is close to the 
basic K(m, n) system and differs from it only by being 

unstable to some failures of multiplicity m, whose 

condition of occurrence is satisfied by the Boolean 
expression c(X), can be represented as being close to 

the basic K(m – 1, n) system and differs from it only by 

being stable to some failures of multiplicity m, whose 

condition of occurrence is satisfied by the Boolean 

expression 𝑐̅(𝑋). 

As the basic K(m, n) model, we will use the so-

called MLE-model (minimum of lost edges) [59], 
which can be constructed for any values of m and n, 

where n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ m ≤ n.  

This model has several special properties:  
it is based on a cyclic graph with φ(m, n) = n – m + 1 

edges, and it loses exactly ψ(m, l) edges on vectors with 

l zeros [66], where 

𝜓(𝑚, 𝑙) = {
0, when 𝑙 < 𝑚

𝑙 − 𝑚 + 1, when 𝑙 ≥ 𝑚
. 

In other words, for vectors with less than m zeros, 

the K(m, n) model will not lose edges. For vectors with 

m zeros, it will lose exactly one edge, and for vectors 
with more than m zeros, it will lose two or more edges. 

Note that cyclic graph on which the model is based 

remains connected as long as it has no more than 1 edge 
is lost. 

Assume that an edge with some edge function f 

has been added to this model, while keeping the graph 

cyclic. Then if f = 1, the model will lose the same 

number of edges as the original, meaning that it will 

behave like the K(m, n) model. However, if f = 0, the 

model will lose one more edge than the original, 
specifically, one edge on vectors with less than m zeros 

and more than one edge on vectors with m or more 

zeros. Accordingly its graph, in this case, will remain 

connected only for vectors with less than m zeros, 
which corresponds to the behavior of the  

K(m – 1, n) model. Such behavior of the obtained 

model allows us to apply it (if necessary, with a certain 
change in parameter values) to the above systems. 

Thus, we can formulate a method for constructing 

GL-models of non-basic systems described above. 
To obtain a model of a system that contains n 

processors and is generally resistant to the failure of no 

more than m of them, and, under the condition that 

corresponds the Boolean expression c(X) is tolerant to 
failure of no more than m + 1 of them, it is enough to 

built the basic MLE-model K(m + 1, n) and, keeping its 

graph cyclic, add an additional edge with the edge 
function f(X) = c(X). The graph of such model will 

contain exactly φ(m + 1, n) + 1 = n – m + 1 edges. For 

the case of a system with n processors that is generally 
resistant to failure of no more than m of them, except 

for situations that correspond to the conditional Boolean 

expression c(X), when it is tolerant to failure of no more 

than m – 1 of them, it is enough to build a basic MLE-
model K(m, n) and, while keeping its graph cyclic, add 

an additional edge with the edge function  

𝑓(𝑋) = 𝑐̅(𝑋). The number of edges in the graph of 
such model is φ(m, n) + 1 = n – m + 2. 

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS FOR SYSTEM 

FAILURE  

Also consider the case when there is a certain 
condition (denoted as S), under which the system fails 

regardless of the number of operable processors. This 

can happen, for example, if there are some critical 
nodes (processors) in the system whose operability is 

mandatory. As in the previous case, we assume that this 

condition is satisfied by a certain expression s(X), 
which depends on the values of the elements of the 

system state vector and which takes the value 1 if the 

condition is met and 0 if it is not. 

We will assume that, in one way, we have 
succeeded in building a model that matches the 

behavior of the system except for the above condition, 

and such a model is based on a cyclic graph. In 
particular, it can be some basic model or a modified 

basic model obtained in the way described in the 

previous section. 

We will add two additional edges to the model 

with the edge functions 𝑓1
′(𝑋) = 𝑓2

′(𝑋) = �̅�(𝑋), 
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keeping the graph cyclic. On those vectors where 

s(X) = 0 (i.e., the condition is not fulfilled), these 

functions will take a value equal to 1. Therefore, the 
corresponding edges will remain in the graph, and the 

model will lose exactly the same number of edges as 

the original one. In other words, the behavior of the 

models will be the same. On the same vectors where 

s(X) = 1 (i.e., the condition is met), the functions 𝑓1
′ and 

𝑓2
′ will take a zero value, which will lead to the 

exclusion of the corresponding edges from the graph. 
Therefore, the modified model will lose two more 

edges than the original model. This means that the 

modified model will indeed show the faulty state of the 

system on these vectors. Note that the number of 
additional edges can be higher, but this will only 

complicate the model, usually without bringing any 

benefit. 
It is worth noting that while the proposed approach 

is quite simple, the addition of two additional edges 

does complicate the model somewhat, which may be 
undesirable. If the original model always loses at least 

one edge (not necessarily the same one) when condition 

S is met, then it is enough to add just one edge with the 

corresponding edge function instead of two. In this 
case, when the condition S is not met, the behavior of 

the original and modified models will coincide. 

However, when condition S is met, the modified model 
will lose one more edge. Considering that the original 

model loses at least one edge, the modified system will 

lose at least two edges, which corresponds to the 
inoperable state of the system. 

In particular, the proposed optimization is possible 

when the original model is the basic K(m, n) MLE-

model, and the condition S is satisfied on vectors with 
at least m zeros. Indeed, on vectors with m or more 

zeros, the original MLE-model will lose at least one 

edge. Another possible case for applying the proposed 
optimization is an additional modification of the GL-

model obtained by the method described in the previous 

section, if condition C is always satisfied/not satisfied 

when condition S is satisfied (i.e., if the model always 
loses an additional edge when condition S is satisfied). 

Furthermore, it is possible not change the number 

of edges of the model graph at all [65]. Let us choose a 
set of edge functions of the model fi(X) and replace 

them with edge functions of the form  

𝑓𝑖
′(𝑋) = 𝑓𝑖(𝑋)�̅�(𝑋), where 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, and I is the set of 

indices of the functions that were selected for 
modification. Then, in cases where the condition S is 

not fulfilled (i.e., s(X) = 0), the equality 𝑓𝑖
′(𝑋) = 𝑓𝑖(𝑋), 

meaning that the behavior of the modified and original 

models will coincide. However, if the condition S is 

fulfilled (s(X) = 1), we will get 𝑓𝑖
′(𝑋) = 0. 

Therefore, it is enough to modify at least two edge 

functions in this way so that the model, under condition 

S, shows the inoperable state of the system, and in other 
cases, its behavior does not differ from that of the 

original model (it is also possible to modify one 

function and add one edge). 

In certain situations, it may be sufficient to modify 
only one edge function of the model. This becomes 

possible if there exists an edge E in the model such that 

it always loses at least one of its other edges, when the 
condition S is satisfied. In this case, it is enough to 

modify only the function corresponding to the edge E. 

Accordingly, if condition S is not met, the behavior of 
the original and modified models will coincide. 

However, if it is fulfilled, the modified model will lose 

at least 2 edges (edge E and at least one more), which 

indeed corresponds to the inoperable state of the 
system. 

Note that the above modification sometimes 

allows not only to avoid complication, but also to 
simplify the expressions of edge functions of the model. 

Therefore, if possible, it is advisable to choose those 

functions whose modification will lead to the least 

complexity of the modified model. 

EXAMPLES 

Example 1. The system is 2-fault-tolerant, 

contains 8 processors, and if the 1st and 3rd processors 
are operable simultaneously or 4th and 5th and 7th 

processors are operable simultaneously, it is 3-fault-

tolerant. This condition corresponds to the expression  

𝑐(𝑋) = 𝑥1𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5𝑥7.  

The MLE-model K(3, 8), built in accordance with 

[59], will contain 6 edges with the following edge 

functions: 

𝑓1 = 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3𝑥4; 

𝑓2 = 𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4; 

𝑓3 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3𝑥4)(𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4) ∨ 𝑥5𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8; 

𝑓4 = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3𝑥4 ∨ (𝑥5 ∨ 𝑥6)(𝑥5𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7𝑥8)(𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8); 

𝑓5 = 𝑥5 ∨ 𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7𝑥8; 

𝑓6 = 𝑥5𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8. 

We will complement it with an additional edge 
with the function  

𝑓7 = 𝑐(𝑋) = 𝑥1𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5𝑥7. 

Therefore, the resulting GL-model will indeed be 

based on a cyclic graph with 8 – 2 + 1 = 7 edges. 
The results of the experiments show that the 

obtained model demonstrates the system’s operable 

state on all vectors with two zeros, as well as on the 
next 29 vectors with three zeros: 00011111, 00111011, 

00111110, 01011011, 01011110, 01111010, 10011011, 
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10011110, 10100111, 10101011, 10101101, 10101110, 

10110011, 10110101, 10110110, 10111001, 10111010, 

10111100, 11011010, 11100011, 11100101, 11100110, 
11101001, 11101010, 11101100, 11110001, 11110010, 

11110100, 11111000. Note that among the vectors of 

length 8 containing 3 zeros, there are exactly  

𝐶8−2
3 = 20 such vectors in which the 1st and 3rd 

components have the value 1 (which corresponds to the 
situation where the 1st and 3rd processors are in 

operable state), namely: 10100111, 10101011, 

10101101, 10101110, 10110011, 10110101, 10110110, 

10111001, 10111010, 10111100, 11100011, 11100101, 
11100110, 11101001, 11101010, 11101100, 11110001, 

11110010, 11110100, 11111000; is exactly 𝐶8−3
3 = 10 

such that the 4th, 5th, and 7th components are equal to 

1 (which corresponds to the situation where the 4th, 5th, 

and 7th processors are in operable state): 00011111, 
00111011, 00111110, 01011011, 01011110, 01111010, 

10011011, 10011110, 10111010, 11011010; and 

exactly 𝐶8−5
3 = 1 such that both the 1st and 3rd, as well 

as the 4th, 5th, and 7th components have the value 1 
(which corresponds to the situation when both of the 

above conditions are simultaneously met): 10111010. It 

is easy to see that their total number is indeed  

20 + 10 – 1 = 29, and that they do indeed constitute that 
the set obtained from experiments with the GL-model 

built above. Therefore, this model is adequate to the 

behavior of the system for which it was built. 
Example 2. The system is 3-fault-tolerant, has 9 

processors, and if the 1st processor fails or both the 4th 

and 6th processors fail, it is only 2-fault-tolerant. This 
condition corresponds to the expression  

𝑐(𝑋) = �̅�1 ∨ �̅�4�̅�6. Let us the MLE-model K(3, 9),  

according to [59].  

It will contain 7 edges with the following edge 
functions: 

𝑓1 = 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3; 

𝑓2 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3) ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5; 

𝑓3 = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4 ∨ 𝑥5; 

𝑓4 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3)(𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5) ∧  

∧ (𝑥4 ∨ 𝑥5) ∨ 𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8𝑥9; 

𝑓5 = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3𝑥4𝑥5 ∨ (𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7)(𝑥6𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8𝑥9) ∧  

∧ (𝑥8 ∨ 𝑥9); 

𝑓6 = 𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8𝑥9; 

𝑓7 = 𝑥6𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8 ∨ 𝑥9. 

Let us add an additional edge with the function  

𝑓8 = 𝑐̅(𝑋) = �̅�1 ∨ �̅�4�̅�6̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝑥1�̅�4�̅�6̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝑥1(𝑥4 ∨ 𝑥6). 

The resulting model will be based on a cyclic 

graph with 9 – 3 + 2 = 8 edges. 
According to the results of the experiments, the 

model corresponded to the behavior of the 3-fault-

tolerant system everywhere except for the next 34 

vectors with three zeros, where the model showed the 

inoperable state of the system: 011111100, 011111010, 
111010110, 011110110, 011101110, 011011110, 

010111110, 001111110, 011111001, 111010101, 

011110101, 011101101, 011011101, 010111101, 

001111101, 111010011, 011110011, 011101011, 
011011011, 010111011, 001111011, 111000111, 

011100111, 110010111, 101010111, 011010111, 

010110111, 001110111, 011001111, 010101111, 
001101111, 010011111, 001011111, 000111111.  

Note that among the vectors of length 9 with 3 

zeros, there are exactly 𝐶9−1
3−1 = 28 such vectors in 

which the 1st element is 0 (which corresponds to the 

fault of the 1st processor), namely: 011111100, 
011111010, 011110110, 011101110, 011011110, 

010111110, 001111110, 011111001, 011110101, 

011101101, 011011101, 010111101, 001111101, 
011110011, 011101011, 011011011, 010111011, 

001111011, 011100111, 011010111, 010110111, 

001110111, 011001111, 010101111, 001101111, 

010011111, 001011111, 000111111; there are exactly 

𝐶9−2
3−2 = 7 such that the 4th and 6th elements have a 

zero value (which corresponds to a fault of the 4th and 

6th processor): 111010110, 111010101, 111010011, 

111000111, 110010111, 101010111, 011010111; and 

exactly 𝐶9−3
3−3 = 1 such that the 1st, 4th, and 6th 

elements are 0 (which corresponds to the fulfillment of 
both conditions simultaneously): 011010111. The total 

number of such vectors is indeed 28 + 7 – 1 = 34, and 

they indeed comprise the above set obtained in the 
experiments. Therefore, the built GL-model is adequate 

to the behavior of the system described in the example. 

Example 3. The system consists of 10 processors 

and is 3-fault-tolerant, but fails if the 4th processor fails 
or if both the 1st and 2nd processors fail. The following 

expression corresponds to this condition  

𝑠(𝑋) = �̅�1�̅�2 ∨ �̅�4. Let us build the K(3, 10) model 
according to [59].  

It will contain 8 edges with the following edge 

functions: 

𝑓1 = 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3; 

𝑓2 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3) ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5; 

𝑓3 = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4 ∨ 𝑥5; 

𝑓4 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3)(𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5) ∧  

∧ (𝑥4 ∨ 𝑥5) ∨ 𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8𝑥9𝑥10; 

𝑓5 = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3𝑥4𝑥5 ∨ (𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7)(𝑥6𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8) ∧  

∧ (𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8 ∨ 𝑥9𝑥10); 

𝑓6 = 𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8; 

𝑓7 = (𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7)(𝑥6𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8) ∨ 𝑥9𝑥10; 

𝑓8 = 𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8 ∨ 𝑥9 ∨ 𝑥10. 

Let us add two additional edges to the model with 
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the same edge functions 

𝑓9 = 𝑓10 = �̅�(𝑋) = �̅�1�̅�2 ∨ �̅�4̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = �̅�1�̅�2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑥4 = 

= (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)𝑥4.  

Therefore, the resulting model will be based on a 

cyclic graph with 10 edges. 

Experiments show that the model generally 

corresponds to the behavior of a 3-fault-tolerant system, 
except for 54 vectors, namely: one vector with 1 zero 

(1110111111), 10 vectors with 2 zeros (1110111110, 

1110111101, 1110111011, 1110110111, 1110101111, 
1110011111, 1100111111, 1010111111, 0110111111, 

0011111111) and 43 vectors with 3 zeros (1110111100, 

1110111010, 1110110110, 1110101110, 1110011110, 

1100111110, 1010111110, 0110111110, 0011111110, 
1110111001, 1110110101, 1110101101, 1110011101, 

1100111101, 1010111101, 0110111101, 0011111101, 

1110110011, 1110101011, 1110011011, 1100111011, 
1010111011, 0110111011, 0011111011, 1110100111, 

1110010111, 1100110111, 1010110111, 0110110111, 

0011110111, 1110001111, 1100101111, 1010101111, 
0110101111, 0011101111, 1100011111, 1010011111, 

0110011111, 0011011111, 1000111111, 0100111111, 

0010111111, 0001111111). On these vectors, the 

modified model shows the inoperable state of the 
system. 

The vector with 1 zero (1110111111) corresponds 

to the situation when only the 4th processor in the 

system is failed. There are indeed only 𝐶10−1
1−1 = 1 such 

vectors. In this case, an additional condition is indeed 

fulfilled, under which the system is faulty. Note that 

there are no vectors with 1 zero in which both the 1st 
and 2nd elements have zero values (which corresponds 

to the failure of the 1st and 2nd processors). Therefore, 

the above vector is the only possible vector with 1 zero 
for which the additional condition for system failure is 

fulfilled. 

Among the vectors with 2 zeros, we can identify 

those where the 4th and any other element is zero 
(which meets the condition). These are the following 

𝐶10−1
2−1 = 9 vectors: 1110111110, 1110111101, 

1110111011, 1110110111, 1110101111, 1110011111, 

1100111111, 1010111111, 0110111111. In addition, 
the condition is also fulfilled when the 1st and 2nd 

processors are faulty, which corresponds to 𝐶10−2
2−2 = 1 

vector 0011111111, where both 1st and 2nd elements 

are equal to zero. These 10 vectors are all possible 
vectors for which the above condition is satisfied. 

The vectors with 3 zeros include 𝐶10−1
3−1 = 36 

vectors, where the 4th element is zero (1110111100, 

1110111010, 1110110110, 1110101110, 1110011110, 

1100111110, 1010111110, 0110111110, 1110111001, 
1110110101, 1110101101, 1110011101, 1100111101, 

1010111101, 0110111101, 1110110011, 1110101011, 

1110011011, 1100111011, 1010111011, 0110111011, 

1110100111, 1110010111, 1100110111, 1010110111, 
0110110111, 1110001111, 1100101111, 1010101111, 

0110101111, 1100011111, 1010011111, 0110011111, 

1000111111, 0100111111, 0010111111), and also 

𝐶10−2
3−2 = 8 such that the 1st and 2nd elements have 

zero values (0011111110, 0011111101, 0011111011, 
0011110111, 0011101111, 0011011111, 0010111111, 

0001111111). There is also exactly 𝐶10−3
3−3 = 1 vector 

with 3 zeros, which is included in both of the above 

sets. This is a vector in which the 4th, 1st and 2nd 

elements have zero values: 0010111111. The total 
number of vectors is indeed 36 + 8 – 1 = 43, and these 

are all possible vectors with 3 zeros for which the 

additional condition of system failure is fulfilled. 

The modification can be done in another way. For 
example, we can add only one edge to the model with 

the edge function 𝑓9 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)𝑥4 and modify the 

expression of one of the edge functions of the original 
model.  

For example, we will modify the edge  

function f1: 

𝑓1
′ = 𝑓1�̅� = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3)�̅�1�̅�2 ∨ �̅�4̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =  

= (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3)(𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)𝑥4 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)𝑥4. 

The modified model will be based on a cyclic 

graph with 9 edges, which will correspond to the edge 

functions 𝑓1
′, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8 and f9. The behavior of 

such a model will be the same as that of the model with 

2 edges added. 

It is even possible not to add additional edges to 
the model at all, but modify one more edge function. 

For example, we will modify the expression of the edge 

function f2: 

𝑓2
′ = 𝑓2�̅� = ((𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3) ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5) ∧  

∧ �̅�1�̅�2 ∨ �̅�4̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = ((𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3) ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5) ∧  

∧ (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)𝑥4 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3)𝑥4 ∨  

∨ (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)𝑥4𝑥5 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥5)𝑥4. 

In this case, the modified model will be based on a 

cyclic graph with 8 edges, which will correspond to the 

edge functions 𝑓1
′, 𝑓2

′, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7 and f8. The behavior 

of this model will be the same as the previous two. 

Note that the above modifications did not increase 

the complexity of the expressions of the model’s edge 
functions. However, if, for example, the edge function 

f6, had been chosen for modification, then although the 

behavior of the resulting model would have been the 
same as that of the previous model, the complexity of 

the expressions of its edge functions would have been 

slightly higher. The modified edge function would then 
have the form: 
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𝑓6
′ = 𝑓6�̅� = (𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8)�̅�1�̅�2 ∨ �̅�4̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =  

= (𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8)(𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)𝑥4. 

Therefore, we can note that each of the modified 

GL-models is adequate to the behavior of the system 

under consideration. 
Example 4. The system is 2-fault-tolerant, consists 

of 10 processors, but fails if at least one of the next 

three processors is faulty: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and at the same 
time, at least one of the following four processors is 

also faulty: 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th. This condition is 

satisfied by the expression  

𝑠(𝑋) = (�̅�1 ∨ �̅�2 ∨ �̅�3)(�̅�5 ∨ �̅�6 ∨ �̅�7 ∨ �̅�8). Let us 

build the K(2, 10) model according to [59]. This model 

will be based on a cyclic graph with 9 edges and the 

following edge functions: 

𝑓1 = 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2; 

𝑓2 = 𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3; 

𝑓3 = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5; 

𝑓4 = 𝑥4 ∨ 𝑥5; 

𝑓5 = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3𝑥4𝑥5 ∨ 𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8𝑥9𝑥10; 

𝑓6 = 𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7; 

𝑓7 = 𝑥6𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8; 

𝑓8 = 𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8 ∨ 𝑥9𝑥10; 

𝑓9 = 𝑥9 ∨ 𝑥10. 

We can modify the model by adding 2 additional 

edges with edge functions 

𝑓10 = 𝑓11 = �̅�(𝑋) =  

= (�̅�1 ∨ �̅�2 ∨ �̅�3)(�̅�5 ∨ �̅�6 ∨ �̅�7 ∨ �̅�8)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =  

= �̅�1 ∨ �̅�2 ∨ �̅�3̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ∨ �̅�5 ∨ �̅�6 ∨ �̅�7 ∨ �̅�8̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =  

= 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥5𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8. 

The resulting model will be based on a cyclic 

graph with 11 edges. 
According to the results of the experiments, the 

model corresponds to the basic 2-fault-tolerant system 

except for the following 12 vectors with 2 zeros, where 

the model shows the inoperable state of the system: 
1101111011, 1011111011, 0111111011, 1101110111, 

1011110111, 0111110111, 1101101111, 1011101111, 

0111101111, 1101011111, 1011011111, 0111011111. 
These are indeed vectors corresponding to the 

inoperable state of the 1st (0111111011, 0111110111, 

0111101111, 0111011111), the 2nd (1011111011, 
1011110111, 1011101111, 1011011111) and the 3rd 

(1101111011, 1101110111, 1101101111, 1101011111) 

and at the same time the 5th (1101011111, 

1011011111, 0111011111), the 6th (1101101111, 
1011101111, 0111101111), the 7th (1101110111, 

1011110111, 0111110111) and the 8th (1101111011, 

1011111011, 0111111011) processors. 
Note that the additional condition under which the 

system is inoperable corresponds to situations where at 

least 2 processors are faulty. In this case, the basic 

MLE-model K(2, 10) loses at least one edge. Therefore, 

to modify the model, it is enough to add only one edge 

with the edge function 𝑓10 = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥5𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8. 

Such a model will be based on a cyclic graph with 10 

edges and its behavior will not differ from the previous 

one. In other words, they will show the same state of 
the system for the same input vectors. 

We can also note that if the additional condition is 

met, the model will lose an edge, corresponding to the 
function f3 or the edge corresponding to the function f5. 

Therefore, instead of adding an additional edge to the 

model, we can modify any of its edge functions, except 
for f3 and f5. 

For example, we can modify the function f1: 

𝑓1
′ = 𝑓1�̅� = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2) ∧  

∧ (�̅�1 ∨ �̅�2 ∨ �̅�3)(�̅�5 ∨ �̅�6 ∨ �̅�7 ∨ �̅�8)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =  

= (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥5𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8) =  

= 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥5𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8(𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2). 

Therefore, the model will be based on a cyclic 
graph with 9 edges, which will correspond to the edge 

functions 𝑓1
′, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8 and f9. The behavior of 

this model will coincide with the behavior of the 
previous models, but its complexity will be somewhat 

lower (due to both a smaller number of edges and the 

lower overall complexity of the expressions of the edge 

function). 
Note that each of the built models is adequate to 

the behavior of the system considered in the example. 

Example 5. The system is similar to the system in 
Example 2 (i.e., it is 3-fault-tolerant, consisting of 9 

processors, and in the case of failure of the 1st or 

simultaneously of the 4th and 6th processors, it is 
resistant only to 2 failures), but also fails in the case of 

simultaneous failure of the 1st and the 4th or the 1st and 

the 6th processors. This condition corresponds to the 

expression 𝑠(𝑋) = �̅�1�̅�4 ∨ �̅�1�̅�6. 
Remember that the system from Example 2 was 

modeled on a cyclic graph with 8 edges and the 

following edge functions: 

𝑓1 = 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3; 

𝑓2 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3) ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5; 

𝑓3 = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4 ∨ 𝑥5; 

𝑓4 = (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2)(𝑥1𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3)(𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥4𝑥5) ∧  

∧ (𝑥4 ∨ 𝑥5) ∨ 𝑥6𝑥7𝑥8𝑥9; 

𝑓5 = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3𝑥4𝑥5 ∨ (𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7)(𝑥6𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8𝑥9) ∧  

∧ (𝑥8 ∨ 𝑥9); 

𝑓6 = 𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8𝑥9; 

𝑓7 = 𝑥6𝑥7 ∨ 𝑥8 ∨ 𝑥9; 

𝑓8 = 𝑥1(𝑥4 ∨ 𝑥6). 

We can modify this model by adding 2 edges with 
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edge functions 

𝑓9 = 𝑓10 = �̅� = �̅�1�̅�4 ∨ �̅�1�̅�6̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = (�̅�1�̅�4̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )(�̅�1�̅�6̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) =  

= (𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥4)(𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥6) = 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥4𝑥6. 

This way, we will get a model based on a cyclic 

graph with 10 edges. 

The experimental results show that the model does 

indeed corresponds to the behavior of a 3-fault-tolerant 
system, except for 34 vectors with three zeros, as 

shown in Example 2, and two vectors with two zeros: 

011110111 and 011011111. These vectors really 
correspond to situations where the 1st and the 4th 

processors, and the 1st and the 6th processors are faulty 

in the system at the same time. 

In addition, we can notice that for this example, 
the condition under which the system has a reduced 

degree of fault tolerance (condition C – the 1st or 

simultaneously the 4th and the 6th processors failure) is 
always fulfilled when an additional condition is met, 

under which the system loses its operability at all 

(condition S – simultaneous failure of the 1st and 4th or 
the 1st and the 6th processors). Due to this, to obtain the 

modified model, it is enough to add only one edge with 

the edge function 𝑓9 = 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥4𝑥6. Therefore, the 

modified model will be based on a cyclic graph with 9 
edges. 

It should also be noted that each of the built 

models is adequate to the behavior in the failure flow of 
the system considered in the example. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The work proposes a method for constructing GL-

models for non-basic fault-tolerant multiprocessor 
systems. Unlike basic systems, which are resilient to 

any failures of multiplicity no greater than some value 

of m, the systems under consideration can also be 
resilient to some failures of multiplicity m + 1 or 

vulnerable to some failures of multiplicity m. The 

proposed models are based on so-called MLE-models, 

which can be built for any basic system and are based 

on cyclic graphs. According to the proposed method, to 
obtain a model of a non-basic system, an edge with a 

certain function is added to the corresponding MLE-

model. In this case, the model graph remains cyclic, 

which, in particular, simplifies the process of assessing 
its connectivity. 

In addition to the proposed method, we consider 

the case when there is some additional condition under 
which the system becomes inoperable. In this case, it is 

enough to modify the GL-model by adding at least two 

additional edges to it. 
The experiments were conducted for both the 

cases when the system is resilient to certain failures of 

multiplicity m + 1 and when the system is vulnerable to 

some failures of multiplicity m. These experiments 
involved comparing the behavior of the constructed 

models with the expected behavior in the failure flow of 

the systems for which they were built, using either the 
sets of all possible system state vectors or their random 

subsets. The results of these experiments confirm the 

correctness of the proposed method of constructing GL-

models for non-basic systems. Some of these results for 
each case are provided in the article as examples. 

Among the possible directions for future work, 

there is the study of possibility of combining the 
proposed methods with other methods of modifying 

GL-models. In addition, it is of interest to build GL-

models of systems that are simultaneously resistant to 
some failures of increased multiplicity and vulnerable 

to certain failures of ordinary multiplicity. Another 

worthwhile study is the possibility of building models 

for cases where the system differs from the basic one 
more significantly (being resistant to failures of higher 

multiplicity or vulnerable to failures of lower 

multiplicity). 
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АНОТАЦІЯ 

 
В роботі запропоновано спосіб побудови GL-моделей відмовостійких багатопроцесорних систем. Ці моделі можуть 

бути використані, зокрема, для оцінки параметрів надійності останніх методом проведення статистичних експериментів із 
моделями їх поведінки в потоці відмов. Розглядається два випадки: небазова система, на відміну від базової, є стійкою до 
деяких відмов підвищеної кратності, або ж навпаки, небазова система є нестійкою до деяких відмов, котрі не призводять до 
виходу з ладу базової системи. При цьому, умові, за якої поведінка системи відрізняється від базової відповідає деякий 
булевий вираз, що залежить від значень елементів вектору стану системи, котрий характеризує стани її процесорів в потоці 
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відмов. Відповідно до запропонованого в статті способу модель такої системи будується шляхом додавання ребра або 
декількох ребер до так званої МВР-моделі – одного з видів GL-моделей, котрі можуть бути побудовані для будь-яких 
базових систем та мають у своїй основі циклічні графи. Реберна функція для цього ребра формується на базі вищезгаданого 
булевого виразу. Моделі, побудовані запропонованим способом також базуються на циклічних графах, що, зокрема, суттєво 
спрощує процедуру оцінки зв’язності останніх. Проведено ряд експериментів, котрі підтверджують адекватність моделей 
(отриманих запропонованим способом) поведінці систем в потоці відмов. В роботі наведено приклади, котрі демонструють 
процес побудови GL-моделей для небазових відмовостійких багатопроцесорних систем запропонованим способом для обох 
вищезгаданих випадків. 

Ключові слова: GL-моделі; МВР-моделі; небазові відмовостійкі багатопроцесорні системи 
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